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A: Use this in your code: Sub process_file()
Dim strDir As String Dim strFile As String
Dim strDownload As String Dim TotalSize

As Double '-- locate the directory containing
the files. strDir =

"D:\CsisoftSap\Vibranium\CSI
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SAP2000\Program Files\CSI
SAP2000\CSI.SAP2000.exe" '-- set the

download directory strDownload =
"D:\Demo\CSI SAP2000\CSI.SAP2000.exe"

'-- get the download TotalSize =
FileLen(strDownload) '-- get the name of the
file strFile = Dir(strDir & "\*.exe") '-- get the

number of lines '-- - in case of multi-files
installed using MSI installer should be the ID

of the MSI database '-- - otherwise he
number of files Loop If Len(strFile) > 0

Then TotalSize = TotalSize +
FileLen(strDownload) WScript.Echo

TotalSize strFile = Dir() Else WScript.Echo
"No file found." Exit Sub End If End Loop

'download 'disable add the downloaded file to
the download folder '-- get the filename of

the downloaded file strDownload =
Dir(strDownload & "\*.*") '-- get the
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filename of the next file to download strFile
= Dir() '-- get the number of lines '-- - in case

of multi-files installed using MSI installer
should be the ID of the MSI database '-- -

otherwise he number of files Loop If
Len(strDownload) > 0 Then TotalSize =

TotalSize + FileLen(strDownload)
WScript.Echo TotalSize strDownload = Dir()
Else WScript.Echo "No download filename

found." Exit Sub

SAP 2000 is a computational tool for
Computer Aided Design.The software is

compatible with 2D and 3D CAD systems
like AutoCAD, EasiCAD, SolidWorks,

PDM,. SAP 2000 is a fast and easy to use
CAD/CAE solution. It is a comprehensive

development environment and has the
capability to perform any.Q: Efficiently
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count and sum in most recent hour/day,
MySQL I have a table of payments with
columns for the date, time, amount, and

payment type (e.g. credit card). My goal is to
count the number of transactions in an hour
per payment type (i.e. I want to record the

number of credit card payments made in the
last hour). I'm looking for the most efficient

way to do this. I'm thinking I need to use
group by hour / day / month, but am not sure
where to start. A: This is not easy because the

data is not all in the same column. You can
get your result if you know date and time
ranges for a day (or hour or even minute).
Date and time are fixed, but you can get it

from MySQL then. The most easy way is to
make a table with the hour/day and type of

transactions. Then you can run a query:
SELECT a.date, SUM(a.type) FROM
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yourtable a GROUP BY a.hour ORDER BY
a.date DESC LIMIT 1 This query finds only
the most recent hour. After that you can use
it. The first line is reading the tables with all

hours and types. The second line of the
statement is grouping all hours together, so

you get for every hour the total of type type.
The third line is giving you only the hour in

question. The fourth line is ordering all hours
by date and limiting the resultset to 1 (the

newest hour). The fifth line gives you a total
for every hour type. As a result you get
something like this: hour type count 00

creditcard 52 01 creditcard 32 ... 23
creditcard 147 00 debitcard 147 01 debitcard

149 ... 23 debitcard 118 f678ea9f9e
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